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Data Pertaining to the Education of Women:
A Challenge tO'the Federal Q44ernment

Alexander W. Astin
University of California, Los ngelesl

The federal government's role in the collection and dissemination of

data concerning the education. of women can be viewed from several perspep

tives. A comparatively narrow approZh is simply to review current data

collection and digseminatiOn activities and make suggestions for improve-

ments. A somewhat broader approach would be to identify some of the major

issues concerning the education of women, and to'evaluate public and private

data gathering in light of these issues. In developing this paper I have

opted for this broader perspeotive for several reasons. -First, gaps' or

deficiencies in current federal, efforts frequently reflect a rather limited

conception of the major issue)ih women's education. Second, important

problem areas are frequently overloOked because different federal agencies

fail to coordinate their respective efforfs. Finally, since. federal

activities are freqUently duplicative-of (or even competitive with) efforts

in the private sector, a more efficacious use of limited federal funds

requires a better understanding of the total national data picture.

The paper is organized into two major sections: Data requirements re-

lating to school personnel, and data requirements relating to women's

,educational development. Within each of these two broader sections,

postsecondary education and elementary and secondary education will'be

considered separately.

Academic Personnel

,Since the profesSional persons who staff our schools and colleges

frequently serve as role models for the students they serve, sex-role
? . r
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stereotyping among teachers and admt,nistrators at different levels of

education represents a potentially serious problem. The young girl's first,

experience with formal education--nursery school and kindergartentypically

exposes her to<women rather than men teachers. As she moved up through the

elementary grades,. the proportion of male teachers increases, but these

increases frequently occur disproportionately in traditionally "male"

fields like science, mathematics, and technology. Additional increases in

the proportions of male teachers occur in the secondary school years,

although sex-stereotyping by field,remains. At the collegiate level,

women instructors are a distinct minority, and they tend to occupy the'

lower professorial ranks. -Sc llool and college administrators at all levels

are predominantly male, with the top positions at the most prestigious
7

universities being occupied almost excltsively by men.' Clearly, continuous

assessment of the sex distribution of academic personnel at various-

levels ought to be a.major federal priority.

'Postsecondary Personnel

IsSues pertaining to the sex of academic personnel at the postseccindary

level have focused heavily on college faculties, With the exception of a

few fields such as nursing and home economics, academic departments have

tradktionally been dominated by men. In those departments that employ

relatively large proportions of women, the women tend to be concentrated

disproportionately in the lower academic, ranks and in non-ladder positions

such as instructor, lecturer, and research associate.. Although colleges

have,been subjected to a considerable, amount of internal and external pressure

to expand career opportunities for women via affirmative action efforts in

recruitment, as yet no federal mechanism exists for monitoring changes in
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sex composition of college faculty. Consequently, serious consideration

should be given to the establishment in the federal vernment of a regular

survey mechanism to monitor the recruitment and promotion of college faculty.

The mechanism should be designed to produce tabulations of faculty sex

distributions by rank.

The federal agency with prime responsibility for collecting educe-

tional data at the postsecondary level is the National Center for Educa-

tiona) Statistics (NCES). Their principal vehicle for collecting such

( information is the Higher Education General Information Survey (NEGIS),

which annually surveys all accredited colleges and universities throughout

the 4ited States.

REGIS has periodically obtained data concerning faculty salary,,levels.

A more well established mechanism for assessing faculty salaries, floWever,)-
is the annual salary survey of the American Association of Univdrsity

Professors (AAUP). Unfortunately, this survey does not report salary

figures by sex, so the data cannot be used to assess the impact of affirma-

tive action efforts. Until such a capability exists, the federal government

should seriously consider assuming the burden of regularly surveying changes

in the faculty compensation by sex.

A comprehensive analysis of issues relating'to sexual equity on
:7

college faculties requires considerably more complex data than simple

tabulations of men and women faculty by rank and by salary. Given4that
A. e:

many college faculty are hired or promoted on the basis of spetific perfor-

mance indicators, a more definitive test of the existence of sex bra$

requires that one control for possible sex differences in-prThr-qualifications.

Three major studies of this issue (Carnegie Report, 1973; H. S. Astin and

Bayer, 1972; Ba'er and H. S. Astin, 1975) suggest, sex differences in faculty

5
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salaries cannot be attribUted solely to batkgrouhd qualifications such as

institutions of highest degree, field of study,-"andnumber of publications'.

Sophisticated research of this type provides much more convincing evidence

of sex loiaS than mere tabulations of male and female faculty by,rankand

salary status. Data such analyses have
.

come from national -surveys:of

individual faculty members funded by the federal government.' Each survey,,

however, has been funded on an ad hoc basis; no permanent mechaniSeexistst

for reexamining these' issues in the future. Surveying individUal faculty

members can, of course, be much more expensive than .institutional surveys

in which the institutions bear the burden of aggregating the relevant
,

statistics. Nevertheless, given the'many uses to which indiVidual faculty
,--,

'4. .

data can be put, the federal government should Ove.gerious considera-

i

tion to instituting periodic sample surveys Of individual faculty members'.

If such surveys were longitudinal, it would be pdssible to follow

,changes in the status of individual faculty Members and to examine such

factors as promotion, acquisition of tehure, and faculty migration.
A

The obvious need for periodic surveys of college faculty raises a

)
more generl methodological issue concerning' how survey data are tabulated.

)Federal agencies have traditionally assessed the progress of affirmative

action efforts by qporting sex distributions of all members of the

particular population .g., students, acuity) in question'. Asfar as

college faculties are concerned, such tabulations provide a relatively
:

r

insensitive measure of the impact of affirmative action efforts. Given

the realities of tenure and the, fixed pay scales under which many college

faculties operate, affirmative action efforts are most'likely to have an

impact on new hires and promotions. Thus, if a particular college has been

unusually successful in hiring and promoting women faculty members, the
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apparent effects of these efforts will be diluted if the'tabulations combine

newly hired and newly promoted faculty with incumbents. In short, it is

strongly recommended that separate tabulations be provided for newly pro-

moted and newly hired faculty. (A similar argument can be made on the matter

of skudent enrollment tabulations; see below.)

A more subtle policy issue with respect to faculty pay concerns

differences among institutions.' 'Since womenfaculty are not equally dis-

tributed among different types of postsecondary institutions (H.S. Astin

and Bayer, 1972), women may receive lower salaries in part because of where

they work. In other words, do institutionthat employ, higher pfdportions

-'of women faculty pay their faculties less? Are these differences the result'

of sex discrimination, or are other factors involved, such as the curricular

emphasis or the degree of institutional selectivity orprestige? The potential

y importance of institutional differences can be illustrated simply: Assume

that a higher educational system comprises only two institutions. Although

one
4
pays much higher salaries, both are scrupulously nondiscriminatory, so

that men and women faculty within each are paid equally. If both institu-

eions have equivalent ratios of men-to women faculty,.the differences in
. .

institutional pay scales are inconsequential as far as sex discrimination

is concerned. However, if the institution with the lower salary scale

employs proportionately rilore women than the one with the higher scale,

a sex differential in salaries for the total system will occur. In short,

even if individual institutions, do not practice sex discrimination; insti-

tutional doifferenceS in pay scales can produce de facto differences in

faculty pay based on sex. A recent analystS which combined AAUP salary

data with HEGIS date.4Cox and Ast 1977) suggests that there are substantial

AL....,!kay differences related to-the sex ratio of the faculty. Multivariate
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analyses that control other institutional factors do not eliminate these

,pay. differences. These results suggest the need ,for regular monitoring

of faculty pay, scales among' institutions with faculties differing. in

sex composition.

The vigorous affirmative action efforts that have been directed at

college faculties have tended to obscure what may'be a much more Critical

problem: The poor representation of women in college administrations. Even

though many top administrative posts that were formerly filled on an in-

formal basis are now openly advertised and presumably open to any applicant,
A

a casual look at the makeup of most college administrations reveals that

this is,still a male-dominated field. As of May 1977, only about one per-

cent of all presidents at four-year colleges and public and private univer-

sities were women. Of the three women presidents'(out of 309 surveyed),

two presided over institutions that formerly were exclusively or primarirj,

for women. Until the recent appointment of a woman president of the

University of Chicago, none of the 65 private-universities in the United

States had been headed by a woman.

Do thesel
/
data constitute evidence'of outright sex. discrimination in

the recruitm 9t of college and university. presidents? Although it is

difficult o, provide a definitive answer to this question, given the complex

som- hat unpredictable nature of the recruitment process for administra-,

tors, = partial answer may lje in the pool of,candidates from-whom college

presidents are usually, selected. Although presidential candidates may come

fro a variety of positions, the most frequent steps on the academic admin-

tration career ladder are probably the chief academic officer and the

/ean of-the college of arts and sciences. Aspirants to college presidencies

are frequently advised to seek either of these posts as a step toward their.
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ultimate goal. An analysis of,HEGIS data on the sex of college adminis-

trators (Astin, 1977a) shows clearly that women are grossly underrepresented

in these two Positions. Since high level academic administrators are

typiCally chosen from.the ranks of faculty, one might expect to find pro-

portionate representations of women in such positions. However, if one uses

the percentage of women on the faculty as a guide women are underrepresented

as chief academic officers by a factor of 10 to 1 in two-yeir colleges

and by a factor of more than 20 to 1 in public four-year colleges.

One consequence of sex discrimination in hiring top administrators

is that students of both sexes who enter college for the first time are

exposed to a male-dominated and male-oriented administration. The absence

of women in top administration can create an environment that lacks not only

role models for women who might ultimately become administrators, Lut also

the unique perspective that women might bring to the varied tasks of ad-

ministering a college. A further analysis of HEGIS data on college enroll-

ments (Astin, 1977a) indicates that 19 out of every new college freshmen

attend An institution in which the top two administrators are men.

An examination of the sex composition of lower level administrators,

again relying on HEGIS data, shows somewhat higher proportions of women,

although the proportion in any particular position appears to be inversely

related to the status of that position as revealed in median salary levels.

Thus, 7 of the 8 lowest-paying nonacademic administrative positions include

the highest proportion of women incumbents (more than 15 percent), whereas

`all of the six highest-paying positions have fewer than 15 percent women

(Astin, 1977a).

These findings make it clear that statistics on women,in administra-

tive positions can be very Misleading unless the specific position is

9



identified and separate tabulationS are provided by position. A simple tabula-

tion of sex ratios for "administrators" would be of very little use in

assessing progress toward affirmative action goals. Further, separate

tabulations should, be provided for new6 hired administrators'.'

Why are women so underrepresented in top administrative posts?..

Several factors are probably operative: Traditionally, 'search committees

for top positions in academic administration are dominated by older male

fatuity members, many of whom are unlikely to take any woman candidate

seriously. At the same time, many talented wogen faculty members may not

have devoted the same effort as their male collqpgues to making themselves

visible to search committees. Still another potential obstacle is the

criteria used for selection. Most search committees give considerable

weight to prior administrative experience or even "high level" administra-

tive experience. Since many potential women candidates lack such experience,

they may not be considered ,seriously by committees or, if such criteria

are included in the position announcement, may never become candidates

in the first place.

These issues underscore the need for continuing NCES'data collection

efforts related to the,sex of college administrators. Assuming that NCES

sustains its commitment in this area, the problem of,appropriate analysis

of data still remains. We cannot assume that the initiative will be taken

by some outside organization without federal sponsorship or suppoit. In

other words, continuing to collect data on the sex composition of college

administrations is not enough:' The federal government should also support

analyses and dissemination of results. In this regard, special attention

should be giv4----to tabulating sex distributions in those adminiStrative

positions that normally lead to top administrative posts in academic insti-

tut ions. 10
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Elementary and Secondary School Personnel

Affirmative action efforts directed at elementary and secondary

school personnel have been much lgss visible than those directed at post-

secondary personpel. There are probably several reasons, for this discrepancy:

To begin with, elementary and secondary faculties include much larger pro-

portions of women than do postsecondary faculties. Further, hiring practices

for new school teachers are generally more public and therefore less susceptible

to the influence of sex bias on the part of the persons doing the hiring.

Finally, the hiring and promotion of school teachers ilesmore often based'

on experience and seniority than on individual judgments made by teams of

peers.

These observations are not meant to suggeste.that no problem of sexual

equity exists in the hiring of school teachers. Indeed, a recent longitudinal

study of new college graduates taking jobs as school teachers immediately

after completing the baccaul;eate provides strong evidene of possible sex

- bias (Astin, 977b)., After controlling for students' personal background

,(ability, family income, education) and educational4V;perien6e (undergraduate

grades, type of college attended)', women take jobs in school teaching that

pay approximately $1,100 less than the jobs taken by men. Why women should.

receive lower salaries than men with comparable characteristics is not entirely

clear. One explanation is'outright sex discrimination: Businesses and

schools may be less willing to pay women comparable salaries. Another

possibility is that women may be more willing to settle for lower salaries,

particularly if their mobility is restricted by their,husbands' careers.

Or, women may seek lower paying jobs. (Men, for example, may be more likely

to seek teething jobs in the higher paying schools--secondary versus elemen-

tary, for example). Whatever the explanation, this large discrepancy In the

41



starting salaries of women and men) merits much more intensive study to

assess the relative importanje of motivation, sex discrimination, and other

factors.

These results suggest the, need. to focus federal attention on the

issue of hiring and promoting school teachers. Monitoring the sex ComPosi-

tion bf newly hired School teachers Nould not be sufficient. Rather, what

is needed is much more intensive individual data on-newly hired or newly

promoted teachers to assess the possible presence of sex bias. These data,

which would ideally be obtained on a regular basis, could- involve a sampling

of newly hired teachers which would include in,tenAve backgroudd and

view data. The sample need not be espetially large, althodgh the data

collection should be designed so that various alternatrve explanations of 'J

salary differences can be tested.

Very little is currently known about the sex composition of secondary

school administrators and superintendents, and even less is known about the

factorS influencing the selection of persons for such positions. One's

superficial impreSsion is that men occupy: administrative positions in

elementary and secondary education far in excess of their representation

in the ranks of the school teachers. 16 certain respects, the situation

here parallels that for postsecondary education, although much less is

known about the sex of persons464upying various types of administrative

.positions irri elementary and secondary schools. Under the'Se circumstances,

it would be useful to initiate periodic sample surveys of elementary and

secondary school administrators. NCES appears to be the Most appropriate

agency to undertake such surveys.

12,
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Women's Educational Development

Datarequirements for a comprehensive assessment of the educational

status of women are-far more complex than requiremAts for monitoring affir-
,

;

mative,action efforts with academic personnel. Such data needs to address.

at least two issues: women's educational progress (e.g., degrees obtained),

and women's educational experiences (e.g., characteristics of educational

programs).

Critical policy issues in the postsec

9
r,
fL

ary Udational development

''of women include the flows of w ,into the postsecondary system, women's

'un'dergraduate and graduate fields of study, levels oceducation attained

(highest degrees), persistence rates,recurrent and continuing education,

and-the quality of postsecondary'eddcational experiences.

Information on the flows. of women through the educational 5i/stem is

important for several'-reasons. First, women have trad-itionally been under-

represented among entering college freshmen, in spite of their.superior.

academic performance in secondary school. In.recent years, however, post-
.

secondary access rates for women have increased while those for men haVe
__-

decreased slightly. Postsecondary education is,( of course, a critical factor

in later occupational attainment (Jencks, et al., 1972), .Second, women have

traditionally been underrepresented infields of study that normally lead

to high-level 5n0 high-paying careers in scientific research, law, medicine,
P

and usiness. Increased enrollments of women in majors leading to such

occupatibns would presumably constitute evidence that career opportunities

for women are expanding.

Postsecondary Development

The federal government ha's already established substantial data

collection capabilitieS in the area of women's postsecondary educational

13
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development. These mechanisms include the HEGIS of NCES and the October

("education") Current Population Survey (CPS) of the Census Bureau. NCE0s

Opening Fall Enrollment and Earned Degrees report detailed tabulations,

by sex, of enrollments in different types of institutions and of fields

in which various undergraduate and graduate degrees are awarded. However,

for purposes of monitoring the postsecondary educational progress of women

several changes in the format in these publications would seem to be

Specifically, it would be useful if the annual 'reports of these

surveys included TO or 1-5 year trends in enrollments and degrees awarded

separately for men and women. Fall enrollment figures would be especially

useful if such trends were reported for first-time, full time students. To

provide approximations to access rates, it might be use ul.,to express

such figures as a percentage of the total number of mal and female h

school graduates of the same year. Another useful chahg'- would be to aggregate

the data on-specific degree fields into somewhat broader catego es (arts,

humanities, social sciences, natural sciences; and so forth). Annual

trend analyses of these more aggregated fields would provide a much simpler
14-

'means for assessing trends in women's field of study. A final suggestion

d be to aggregate enrollment and degree data by quality of institution.

Since wo e.Q have traditionally been concentrated in the institutions of

lesser py stige And, quality (as measured, for example, by the-Hselectivitr
\i-)

,or avera academic ability of the entering class), an increase postsecondary

access,rates for women would .have a different meaning if that increase were

limite primarily to institutions of lower quality.

9s has recently been att mpting to collect information on undergraduate

enrollments by field of study. T e principal obstacle to such efforts in the'

fact that many institutions do not require students to declare majors until

1 Li
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their second or third undergraduate year. However, our experience at-UCLA

with twelve years of sample surveys of indiVidual freshmen (Astin, King,

andRichardson, 1977) indicates that 95 percent of the .freshmen are able to

declare a probable major at the time o'f- riculation. Although more than

half of these students will end.up in a diff rent major, the changes from

probable to final major are highly systematic such that, in the.aggregate,

the final' distribution of majors can be estimated with some precision from ,

the earlier distribution of probable major's (Astin and Panos,1969).

Consecutive surveys of entering freshmen from the Cdoperative Insti-

tutional Research Program (CIRP) show dramatic changes in the career- plans

and degree plans of womeF, entering college. Since the late 1960s, women

have shown a steadily increasing interest in four oecupations ditiOnally

dOminated by men: business, medicine, engineering; and law. 1n s interest

lin these same occupations has either remained stable 'or declinedined slightly

during the same period of time. Ten years ago, women accounted,for only one

in nine students planning to enter these four' occupations; by 1977, they

accounted for more than one in ohree. The increase began in 1969 and 1970,

about the same time that the woman's movement gained momentum. These increases

are still accelerating.' In just eight years since 1;69, they have been

impressive in all four fields; the percentag- ering women freshman

planning to enter business has triple. (from-4 percent to 12 percent), the

percentage planning to become doctor- has more than doubled (from 1.3

percent to 3.3 percent), the percenta nning to become lawyers has more

than tripled (from .8 percent to 3.0 percent), and the percentage planning

to become engineers has increased five-fold (from -3 percent-1,475 percent).
c,

Although followup studies indicate that women are somewhat more likely

than men to drop out of these fields during the undergraduate years (Astin,
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1977b; Astin and Panos, 1969), these-dramatic changes in career preferences

of entering college women may ultimately have a Profound effect on the labor
.

NN.

force in general and on these four professions i n particular. increasing

the iuMber of women lawyers wills in addition, expand the base of women
4?

a
LS

candidates qualified for public office and the judiciary..
, -

The usefulness of the CIRP data as a Kind.of 'soci'al indicator"

that assesses societal changes in the aspirations and robs of women

suggests that a federal survey mechanism for monitoring flows.of women,-'

,
. .

.. newly..entering different postsecondary level, s
,
(freshmen', graduate,. and

.
, ---,6., v

'data on.so -forrh) wouldA extremely y . e

individual students, in addition, would make possible a great many''more

sophisticated analyses than are possible whenjinformation'is,collected

from institutions in the aggregate. (This point will be discussed in

k

more detail in the COncluding section, ofthe paper.)

,

Perhaps the beSt mechanism for,Monitoring womeri's access to post-

secondary.education is the October CPS,OT the,Census. Bureau. Aithoygh some

. .

.

Very useful trend information -on posts(tcondary access, has recently been

released by.the Census Bureau (Suter, 1977), the analytic capabilities of

thCPS data have not yet' been fully exploited. One very useful tabulation,:
/

for example, would show trends in first-time entering students among new

high school graduates. Since family income may be,a more important determi-
a

nant of postsecondary access among women than among men (Astin, Harway,

and McNama(a, 1976), it would be especially useful if such tabulations could

be performed separately by family income level. The relatively small size

of the CPS sample, however, obviously- limits the number of such breakdowns

that are possible.

There is currently very little federal capability to monitor trends



in women's postsecondary programs and experiences. Nevertheless,

'HEGIS survey uld be a useful mechanism for collecting Such information.

It would be useful, for example,
.
to mo,nitor, changes in the number of jnsti-

the annual4)

tUtionsoffeeing programs in women's studies and possibly.in the enrollments

of men and women in women's studies courses. HEGIS could also 'be used to .

s!

collect information on the number, size, and scope of women's centers, ti

sgypeological facilities, and day -care centers.

Many of "the most critical issues concerning the postsecondary educa-

tionatsCievelopment of women can be'resOlved only through longitudinal 'data.

NCES ha4s, of course, conducted the-National Longitudinal Study (NLS) and

is planning a similar study to begin in 1980. Since these surveys are

focused on tie secondary rather than postsecondary level, the usefulness

of the data for studying postsecondary educatin is somewhat-limited., If

a regular'federal capability for longitudinal studies at the postsecondary

level were instituted, it would be possible to study more complex issues

such as the impact of'finaqcial aid programs and the effectiveness of

guidance and counseling.

Elementary and Secondary Development

Federal capabilities for monitoring the educational development of

women is much more limited at the elementary an secondary levels. than it

is at the postsecondary level. Of the many educational problems and

challenges :-..unfronting girls of elementary or secondary age, few are as

significant as the development of interest -and skill in mathematics.

Nationally standardized tests show' clearly that, the time they reach the

secondary level, girls are performing substantially below boys in mathematicall"

achievement. This relatively low level of perfOrmance no doubt conditions

the young woman's'subsequent education and career development: It affects



decisions about whether.or not to attend college, which types of college
(

.
to attend, what. courses of study to undertake, and, ultimately, what career

,

to pursue. C'losel'y. associated with mathemafical.skills is,the development
. ,

f

of interest in science and technology..Al; though somewhat larger proportionsl
r

. ,

. .

Of women these days appear to be pursuing postsecondary work in science-
_

and technology,. their representation in thes f Ids is still far below
. -

, . , .

that of men.

From ,a broader perspective, furthering the'educational development

of women requires a greater. .understanding of the factors that influence skill

development in many differe4 fields. Whapt early developmental experiences

1
contri ute to the development of aarticular/ interests and skills in the

- J /

C / .

,preschool girl? How does the development(of particular skills influence

the young woman's self-concept? Athough these are clearly questions of
J f

critical concern to women's educational development, it is not clear just

:-.

what the federal government's role in monitoring these developmental trends

shOuld be. An adequate exploration of these queStions would clearly involve
.0?

longitudinal studies beginning at an early Point,'perhaps in the preschool

years. Should the federal government considdestablishing regular sample

sueVeys o.f different age cohorts? Which agencies should carry the'main

responsibility for conducting such earch? How is the funding for such

actilties to be secured? Although these policy, questions are too complex

to explore in this papeiN, the importance of these developmental issues suggests

that agencies of the'federal government should give serious considerat

to the establishment of regular surveys of educational development across

a.spectrum of ages.

Various federal agencies have periodically conducted sample surveys

of elementary and secondary school programs and policies, although no regular '

ti



survey mechanism of
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this.type has Yet been established.

D

would beimpoer-

'tent, for example, to assess trend. in the type amount, of guigdanCe and
cs.

counseling gioi;ided to studentS i the elementary and secondary grades.

Are young:,girlS steered away film tra "masculine" fields and

-into'tradttionfLySPfemi'nfne" courses ?. Wha I4nds.of career advice do

young women receive as they begin to plan fo their postseCondary education?

What kinds of, information about financial air' opportunities do they receive?

Techniques of Data Coil ction

This paper.. has. a number of a -as in which federal data

gathering activities could be modified or expanded so as to provide

useful information concerning the educational development of women.

more

I f

the federal governmerlt decided to move in any ofle directions suggested

in this paper, serious consideration should be given to the issue of how

,statistical data are collected. An analysis of current data collection

activities suggests that there ar three basically different methods of

data collection currently being used by the-federal government: institu-

tional surveys, informants, and self-reports. taCh method has advantages

and disadvantages.

Institutional Surveys

The method.Most.commonly used by NCES to collect educational eata

involves asking institutions to provide summary tabulations of particular

data. This method permits one to desdgn an institbtiopal sample and, pre-

-sumably, to collect data reflecting the status of all enrolled students.

A recent NCES-supported review of the literature in sex discrimina-
tion in access to postsedondary education (Astin, Harway, and McNamara;
1976), shows, that high school girls are more likely than boys to perceive
the'costs of postsecondary education as a barrier.

J.
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1/4

The-'Major difficulty with the method:, of course, is that it relies on the

individual skills and conscientiousness oi-those instituttonal personnel

who bear the responsi4iiity for supplying the aggregate information. It

is thus difficult to verify the accuracy of the data provided. Institutions

use highly diverse methods to collect data,and it is difficult to assess

the/IA ,cura:cy of certain methods.. InStitutional surveys are, however,

relatively inexpensive way to obtain a greal`...deaT of aggregated information,

froM a. sample or pdWulation of institutions.,
<t,

Informants

The CPS of the Bureau of the Census reliesi on informantS to.proVide

information about the sampled households. While this method has the advantage'

of permitting direct interaction between the data collectortand the respo;dent,

it has several potential disadvantages. The method assumes that the informant

has sufficient information about the educational status of those household

member(s) in question, such as enrollment status (full-time, part-time, or

dropped,out),and the type of institution (public or private, proprietary

or traditional, and so forth). The household informant method also runs

the risk that certain classes of respondents (low income persons, for example),

may be inclined systematically to exaggerate the enrollment' status .(from

part-time to full-time) or type of institution (from trade school to college)-

of the person in cjuestion. The informant' may also be unaware that the student

in question has recently dropped out or changed status..

Self-Reports 0

The National Longitudinal Study and several other f,ederally-supporte

surveys have relied upon sample surveys in which the, respondent provides

information about himself or herself in a questionnaire or interview'. Our
.

20,
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experience with spry ys of more than 4 million individual entering college

freshmen suggests that self-reports tend to be accurate, particularly with

respect to factual, information. The major issues with such surveys are the

higF1 cost.and the nonrespondents.

Followup surveys'mailed to individual respondents are particularly

sOject, to systematic biases in teems of who responds. Response 'rates,

for example, are substantially, lower among racial minoritiesLthan among

students in general. Furthermore, persons who have dropped out of formal

education are (ouch less likely to respond than persisters. Nevertheless,

if baseline data on respond-Ants and nonrespondents are available, it is
C-

possible to adjust for nonresponse bias through sophisticated differential

weighting of respondents (Astin and Molm, 1972).

Perhaps the main advantage of data collected through individual self-

reports is the analytic versatility and flexibility that such alta provide.

In contrast to aggregated data obtained from institutional surveys, individual

,

self-report surveys make it possible to relate any variable to any otheri

variable at the individual level of analysis. The investigator is thus

provided with infinite flexibility in data analysis and presentation of

results. The usefulness of such data sets is well documented by the many

policy studies that have already been carried out with the National Longitudinal

Study database.

ConctLsions and Recommendations

1. Given the complexity and scope :) issues pertaining to the educa-

tional development of women, some permanent structure within the federal
A

government should be established to insure that the government'S data collection

and analysis efforts confront these issues. This advisory body, should com-

prise persons who are knowledgeable about issues in women's education and

21
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who are familiar with prior research and with existing public and private

data collection activities. A possible locus for this advisory group would

be the Office of

locus would have

the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare. Such a

the advantage of covering any of the major federal-data

collection activities (NCES, National Center for`: Health Staltistics, NIE,

USQE, FIPSE, and so forth), but it has the disadvantage of excluding,the

Burair of the Census, the Bureaq4of Labor Statistics, and other non-HEW .

agencies. Wherever it might be located, such a group should attempt to

a. Delineate the major policy issues concerning the educational

development of women,

b. Assess the effectiveness, of current federal data collection

(

and analysis activities with respect to these issues; and

c. tqiecommend changes in federal efforts, to deal more adequately

with key issues.

2. Earlier sections of this paper propose a number of specifit'

recommendations and suggestions for modifications in existing federal data

activities and for possible new efforts. To implement most o4 these

suggestions would require substantial increases in the current funding levels

for the agencies involved (NCES, in particu\ar). Any new longitudinal

surveys would involve particularly large cost increases, although the

potential payoff from such surveys suggests that serious consideration should

be given,to securing the needed funds.

3. Tabulations of data currently being collected by various federal

agencies wouldiprovide better benchmarks for assessing changes in women's

educational development if (a) separate tabulations were done for new entrants

into various levels of education arid,(b) time trend analyses based on earlier

survey years were routinely made available.
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4. Gaps in knowledge about factors influencing women's career

deyelopment are 'particularly severe in the preschool and element4ry school

years. Small sample surveys, conducted at regular intervals acrd covering

different age cohortl, °would provide ah empirical basis-for explorihg

critical issues concerning the early educational development of women.

Such'surveys might bedone collaboratively with NCES and the NationaT-Cepter

for Health Statistics...
RI ,

5. The number and diversity of federal data collection-efforts
-

suggests the need for greater coordination and planning at higher federal

levels. A number of major federal agencies--Census-;. NCES,.BLS, and NCHS--
4

are currently'involved in primary data colleCtion and analysis' efforts that

produce information relatirlg to'women's educational development. Howeve ,

(1
a number of other federal agencies frequently support research and evaluat on

studies that yield other critical data bearing on these same issues. AmOng

the agencies that fund a substantial amounf-of such research are 'USOE, NSF,

NIH, NICHD, NIMH, FIPSE, and NIE. These agencies have not only supported

the collection of primary data'sets, but they have also provided a considerable

amount of support for analyses of existing data sets in both the public and

private 'sector. At:the current time, no mechanism exists for monitoring

and coo.rdytiating these various activities. More important, there is currently

no mechanism fcr monitoring these activities from the perspective of women's

educational development. Clearly, some such mechanism is needed before any

coherent federal plan can be developed.

O.
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